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Literature
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Literature

Irenosen Okojie – Butterfly Fish
Short Stories
A young journalist receives an inheritance from her mother, which included a
unique artefact from the ancient kingdom of Benin. This causes, that a lot of
dark family secrets will come to the daylight. A fantastic and gripping novel.
✯

Jacarna 2015, 352 Normseiten

✯

Rights sold: UK

✯

Manuscript available in English

✯

In the selection of the Betty Task Prize 2016 and the First Book
Award 2016 of Edinburgh International Book Festival

Irenosen Okojie – Speak Gigantular
Short Stories
A collection of short stories, which are gripping, erotic, disturbing and
absolutely brilliant. The second book of Britain's rising literary star.
✯

Jacarna 2016, 224 Normseiten

✯

Rights sold: UK

✯

Manuscript available in English

4

Literature

Maik Siegel – A Refugee Under the Lime Tree (Unter der Linde
ein Flüchtling)
Drama
A refugee puts a German household to the test. ‘The civility of the
commoners collapses gradually.’
✯

301 standard pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in German

Stefan Heimann – The experimental character (Der
experimentelle Charakter)
Contemporary Literature, Drama
A young man woke up in the psychiatry and ask about the questions of live. An
inspiring and unusual novel and a capably play with time and speech.
✯

200 standard pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in German

Cossutta/ Diani/ Lencina/ Paladini – La Liga de Pocho
Contemporary Literature
A fictional league – the world’s greatest pastime, without any show or
affectations. In an Argentinian province, sports will be the reason for joy, sorrow,
misunderstandings and the occasional miracle.
✯

Recovecos 2013, 178 pages

✯

Rights sold: Argentina

✯

Manuscript available in Spanish

5

Literature

Fabian Grimm – The Final Stone (Der Letzte Stein)
Travel novel, Drama
A search for meaning and the escape from its fate welds a group of tourists
together.
✯

257 standard pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in German

Olga Pogodina-Kuzmina – Adam’s Apple (АДАМОВОЯБЛОКО)
Psychological family saga, Contemporary Russia
Bestseller in Russia, won many popular awards and literary prizes
“Adam's Apple” is a family saga of another kind: While exploring the political and
financial intrigues of Russian high society, it further debates the question of who
wields power in today's Russia.
✯

ASTE, 2011, 576 pages

✯

Rights sold: Russia

✯

Polish translation available, Text sample in English

6

Literature

Ilya Boyashov – The way of Muri (ПУТЬ МУРИ)
Novel
Winner of the Russian National Bestseller Award 2007
Muri the cat's happiness is threatened by the outbreak of war in Yugoslavia. One
day he learns that his human family left behind their house and him as well...
Muri starts on his own journey.
✯

Limbus Press, 2007, 226 pages

✯

Rights sold: UK, France, Poland, Czech Republic, Serbia,
Romania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Thailand, Turkey

✯

English translation available

7

Literature

Prajwal Parajuly - The Gurkha's Daughter
Collection of Short Stories
Eight stories are describing and dramatizing the experiences of the Nepalese
people and the Nepalese diaspora. Prajwal Parajuly blends rich colour and
vernacular to paint an eye-opening picture of a unique world and its people.
✯

Quercus, 2013, 272 pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in English

✯

shortlisted for the 2013 Dylan Thomas Prize

Dr. Angelika Morawietz-Lindholz - Skyllas Daughter (Skyllas
Tochter)
Drama, Crime
The novel tells the life story of a woman born in the 50s, who struggles with the
memories of being raped as a child. Not being able to talk about it, she suffers
from multiple personality disorder, that affects her role as wife and mother.
✯

400 standard pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in German
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Women’s Fiction
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Women’s Fiction
Helen Hardt Craving / Steel Brothers Saga #1
#1 New York Times and USA Today Bestselling author!
romance series
Jade Roberts seeks solace / Talon Steel is broken - Passion sizzles between
the two lovers...but long-buried secrets haunt them both and may
eventually tear them apart.
Waterhouse Press 2016, 288 pages
Rights available: Russia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Serbia, Turkey,
Germany, Spain
sales 1.2 Mio

Meredith Wild Misadventures of a City Girl
New York Times and USA Today Bestselling authors!
romance series
Fresh off a divorce, Madison Atwood needs an escape. With the paparazzi
on her heels ... / Luke Dawson lives off the grid, preferring solitude to
society. When he finds a beautiful woman soaking in the hot springs on his
property ...
Waterhouse Press 2017, 300 pages
Rights available: Russia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Serbia, Turkey,
Germany, Spain

Audrey Carlan Body / Trinity Trilogy #1
#1 New York Times, Wallstreet Journal and USA Today Bestselling author!
romantic suspense series
Men ruin women. Especially men like Chase Davis. Good looking,
intelligent, rich and powerful. I didn’t want to want him. I didn’t want to
need him. I didn’t want to fall for him.
Waterhouse Press 2014, 411 pages
Rights available: Russia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Serbia, Turkey,
Spain
sales 200k

10

Women’s Fiction

Natasza Socha – Hen Soup (Rosół z kury domowej)
Comedy, Drama
Feeling neglected and desperate, four housewives are cooking topless
on YouTube.
✯

Pascal 2015, 320 pages

✯

Rights sold: Poland

✯

Manuscript available in Polish. Text sample in English

Natasza Socha – Mummy’s Boy (Mamynsinek)
Comedy, Drama
When Amelia finally meets the man of her dreams, her greatest rival
turns out to be none other than his mother.
✯

Filia, 2015, 384 pages

✯

Rights sold: Poland

✯

Manuscript available in Polish, Text sample in Englisch

Daniel Schaup - 97% Heaven
Contemporary Novel, Romance
Beyond all clichés, a man and a woman negotiate their idea of
happiness and satisfaction. In this sensitive and authentic novel,
Schaup orchestrates a story of being together and alone.
✯

370 standard pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in German

11

Women’s Fiction
Catherine Fuhg Si t'as peur dans le noir, allume!
If You Are Afraid of the Dark, Turn on the Lights!
comedy romance
“A serious subject, treated with humour, jewish humour, humour just like
Woody
- Face au livres, Eddy Caekelberghs
Pariente Deborah, a translator of wellness books, lives in Paris with her
four children. She is a middle-aged, neurotic single mother with a secret:
She is actually Jewish. She desperately tries to hide her Jewish heritage –
but of course her children eventually find out everything. And they have
plans of their own!
Plon 2010, 240 pages
Rights sold: France
Manuscript French, Textsample English and German

Catherine Fuhg Plus Size, Love and a Tram
La Grosse, l'Amour et le Tramway
comedy romance
“A serious subject, treated with humour, jewish humour, humour just like
Woody
- Face au livres, Eddy Caekelberghs
Vanessa is fed up! She is 33 years old, severely overweight, unhappy in
love and still a virgin. The only solution seems to be suicide. But as she is
trying to throw herself in front of a tram, something happens to her: All
of a sudden, she is thin and beautiful, but her best friend and one-sided
love does not recognize her.

Melanie Brandl Cherry-Picking Rosinen Picken
Romance, Illness
A novel with autobiographical background about the art of thinking
positively during the time of a life-threatening sickness.
185 standard pages
All rights available
Manuscript available in German

12

Women’s Fiction

Janusz L. Wiśniewski – Loneliness on the Net
(S@MOTNOŚĆ W SIECI)
Romance, Drama
The Polish bestseller with more than 600.000 copies sold in Poland and over
1.000.000 copies sold in Russia!
This book illustrates how loneliness impacts the very core of our modern lives,
even with our constant global connection via the internet.
✯

Proszynski i S-ka, Poland, 1st edition 2001, 3 editions, 304 pages

✯

Rights sold: Russia, China, Ukraine, Lithuania, Vietnam, Croatia,
Czech Republic, Latvia, Bulgaria, Albania, Romania

✯

Polish and German translations, English text sample available

Sandra McKee – The Life You Choose (Das Leben, das
man wählt)
Romance, Comedy
A thrilling mix of tragicomic romance and vivid travelogue. Ireland at its best!
✯ Telescope, Germany, 2013, 266 pages
✯ Rights sold: Germany
✯ Manuscript available in German

Jenny Harper – Face the Wind and Fly
Romance
She builds wind farms, he detests them. Can they ever generate love?
✯

Accent Press, 2014, 356 pages

✯

Rights sold: UK

✯

Manuscript available in English

13

Women’s Fiction

Larysa Denysenko – Dances with Masks
Drama
Who rules the world? Women! In “Dances with Masks”, we meet three of them.
✯

Nora-Druk, Ukraine, Edition 2006, 212 pages

✯

Audio rights reserved

✯

Text sample in English
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Humour

15

Humour

Torben Sonntag – Half Way to Hawaii (Viel Bier um nix)
Action, Humour
All Stefan wanted to do was to enjoy the Hawaiian waves. But after his friend
was abducted, he starts an adventurous search for clues…
✯

411 pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in German and English

Piotr Adamczyk – Desire Lives In the Closet
Humour
A mistake guides Piotr in the World of High Society with all its temptations, erotic
and a desire for women. A witty, intelligent but also critical novel about society.
✯

Dobra Literatura 2012, 289 pages

✯

Rights sold: Poland

✯

Manuscript available in Polish

16

Novels

17

Novels

Sumia Sukkar - The Boy From Aleppo Who Painted the War
Fiction
A 14-year-old boy with Asperger Syndrome attempts to understand the Syrian
conflict and its effect on his life by painting his feelings.
✯
✯
✯

Eyewear Publ. 2013, 255 pages
rights available: Germany, Spain, Russia, Poland, Czechia,
Serbia, Croatia
Manuskript available in English

Rachel Crowther - The Partridge and the Pelican
Fiction
Two girls find a baby abandoned in a phone box. The event later casts a shadow
over their lives. When they meet again 25 years later, they are forced to confront
actions that have remained hidden for so long.
✯
✯
✯

Hookline Books 2011, 294 pages
rights available: Germany, Spain, Russia, Poland, Czechia,
Serbia, Croatia
Manuskript available in English

Bryony Doran - The China Bird
Fiction
A beauty and beast tale of secrecy and love explores our perceptions of beauty and
abnormality.
✯
✯
✯

Hookline Books 2011, 283 pages
rights available: Germany, Spain, Russia, Poland, Czechia,
Serbia, Croatia
Manuskript available in English

18

Novels

Beata Berta – Water pate (Wasserpate)
Humour, Contemporary Novel
An ambitious but really narcissistic leasehold lawyer from North Germany has to
cope with the way of living in the southern part of Germany.
✯

246 standard pages

✯

all rights available

✯

Manuskript available in German

Maik Siegel – Dead Against Germany (Gegen Deutschland Geht
Immer)
Roadtrip, Young Adult
Travelling across Germany, Mona meets all sorts of people who are either
haunted by the country’s past or succumb to its present.
✯

411 standard pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in German

19

Crime and Thriller
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Crime and Thriller
Satyarth Nayak - The Emperor's Riddles
Thriller, Mystery
Om Patnaik's story begins as a need to know why his dearest friend died and
what the number 9 may have to do with it. It ends in a journey across time and
space where he constantly encounters mentions of a source of immense power.
✯

Amaryllis, 2014, 406 pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in English

Alex Clare - He’s Gone
Thriller, Crime Fiction
How do you find a missing child when his mother doesn’t believe you have the
right to even exist? When three-year-old Ben Chivers is snatched from a
shopping centre, Robyn has to find him as she deals with the reactions of her
police colleagues, the media and her own daughter.
✯

Impress Books, 2016, 358 Pages

✯

Rights available: Germany, Russia, Czech Republic, Poland,

Croatia,
Serbia and Turkey
✯

Manuscript available in English

Bill Mesce, Jr. - Legacy: A DiMarchese Case File
Crime Fiction
Dante DiMarchese is a forensic psychologist, an expert in the workings of the
criminal mind and the man responsible for putting the Bailey Beach serial killer
behind bars. When a soldier home from a tour in Afghanistan is charged with
manslaughter, Dante is immediately called on to help.
✯

Impress Books, 2016, 250 Pages

✯

Rights available: Germany, Russia, Czech Republic, Poland,

Croatia,
Serbia and Turkey
✯

Manuscript available
in English
21

Crime and Thriller

Łukas Orbitowski – Other Soul (Inna Dusza)
Crime, Drama, History
Read a murderer's confession and feel a small town's atmosphere in the Polish
era of change. A story based on true events.
✯

Od Deski do Deski, 2015, 432 pages

✯

Rights sold: Poland

✯

Manuscript available in Polish, Text samples in English and
German

Janusz L. Wiśniewski – And Forgive us our…(I odpuść nam
nasze…)
Crime, Drama
A murder and a tragic accident. How much guilt is bearable? Wiśniewski’s latest
novel provides the answer.
✯

Od Deski do Deski, 2015, 220 pages

✯

Rights sold: Poland

✯

Manuscript available in Polish, Text sample in English

22

Crime and Thriller

Thomas Götze – Seed of Hope (Same der Hoffnung)
Eco-Thriller
A thriller within the Ukraine/Afghanistan/Germany triangle. An unscrupulous
German company takes advantage of the frail situation in Afghanistan and
carries out dangerous genetic experiments on plants.
✯

420 standard pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in German

Saeida Rouass - The Assembly of the Dead
Crime, Mystery, Historical, Biographical
Morocco, 1906. As young women disappear from the alleyways of Marrakesh,
Farook Al-Alami, a detective from Tangier, is summoned to solve the case of the
apparent abductions.
✯

Impress Books, 2017, 300 pages

✯

Rights available: Germany, Russia, Czech Republic, Poland,

Croatia,
Serbia and Turkey
✯

Manuscript available in English

23

Crime and Thriller

Sarah Wedler & Nadine d’Arachart – Foggy Tide (Nebelflut)
Crime Thriller
Nineteen years ago, little Amy Namara disappeared without a trace – now, on
Christmas Eve, her bloody remains are found floating on a river near Dublin. At
the same time, a horrible series of murders is about to begin.
✯

Telescope Verlag, Germany, 2014, 219 pages

✯

Rights sold: Germany

✯

Manuscript available in German

Sarah Wedler & Nadine d’Arachart – Abyss (Abgründe)
Crime Thriller
An unusual series of murders upsets Virginia Beach – the battered corpses of
women are being presented like objects for display. Will Detective Ethan Hayes
get over his own dark past soon enough to stop the barbarous murderer?
✯

Telescope, Germany, 2014, 230 pages

✯

Rights sold: Germany

✯

Manuscript available in German

Irene Rozdobudko – The Lost Button (ГУДЗИК)
Thriller
First Prize Winner of the literary contest “Coronatsiya Slova” (“Coronation of the
Word”) in 2005, in the category “Novel”.
The story opens during the early 1980s in Ukraine – in the period of Perestroika.
As Afghanistan is consumed by the flames of war, young film student Denys'
fascination with a famous filmmaker gradually turns into an obsession.
✯

Nora-Druk, Ukraine, Edition 2006-2011, 240 pages

✯

Rights sold: UK, Russia, Film rights reserved, audio rights reserved

✯

English translation available

24

Historical

25

Historical

Andrés Trapiello - Al morir Don Quijote
Historical Novel
A loving tribute to one of the greatest heroes in world literature. Full of
imagination and linguistic sophistication, Trapiello narrates how the
personages in this Cervantinian novel go on living even beyond the
last Page.
✯

Destino 2005, 416 pages

✯

Awards: Prix Europeen Madelaine Zepter and Premio
Fundacion José Manuel Lara

✯

Rights sold: Spain, France, Portugal, Romania, Greece, Italy,
Poland, South Korea

✯

Manuscript available in Spanish, text sample in English

Grzegorz Kozera – Berlin, Late Summer (Berlin, późne lato)
Drama, Women’s Literature
All Otto Peters ever wanted was a peaceful life. But that isn’t so easy in the time
of the Second World War. He meets Halina, who is wanted by the Gestapo, and
his life will never be the same.
✯

Dobra Literatura, 2013, 208 pages

✯

Rights sold: Poland

✯

Manuscript available in Polish, Text sample in English

26

Historical

Manula Kalicka – Rembrandt, War and the Cabaret Girl
(Rembrandt, Wojna i Dziewczyna z Kabaretu)
Drama, History
A young dancer tries to flee from occupied Warsaw with a Rembrandt under her
arm and a ladder in her tights.
✯

Otwarte, 2008, 416 pages

✯

Rights sold: Poland

✯

Manuscript available in Polish, Text sample in English and German

Janusz L. Wiśniewski – Bikini
Drama, History, Romance
“This book has a fascinating hold on the reader and one will read it with bated
breath, very quickly, despite its length.”

- Beata Szymura, kulturalnie.waw.pl

Wiśniewski tells his story against a great and detailed background, creating a
large-scale mural of the social and moral lives on two continents. Gripping and
engaging, the book connects themes such as responsibility, the futility of war and
human nature.
✯

Swiat Ksiazki, Poland, 2009, 432 pages

✯

Rights sold: Slovakia, Italy, Netherlands, Russia, Ukraine, Albania,
Czech Republic, Turkey, Hungary, Latvia

✯

Manuscript available in Polish

27

Historical

Tracey Warr - The Viking Hostage
Historical Romance
The Viking Hostage tells the intertwining stories of three women living through
turbulent times of Viking raids, Christian conversions, and struggles for power
across Europe at the turn of the millennium.
✯

Impress Books 2014, 336 pages

✯

Rights available: Germany, Russia, Czech Republic, Poland, Croatia,
Serbia and Turkey

✯

Manuscript available in English

Heike Stöhr - The Devil´s Pitfall Die Fallstricke des Teufels
Historical Novel
An enthralling and moving Historical Novel set during the Reformation Period:
Heike Stöhr interweaves the mysterious, non-descipherable Voynich-Manuscript
with a letter from Martin Luther in a gripping storyline.
✯

639 Standard Pages

✯

Rights sold: Germany

✯

Manuscript available in German

28

Fantasy

29

Fantasy

Jürgen Magister – Katharsia
Fantasy
This realm is a place for the restless whom life still owes a debt: This is
Katharsia, where Sando tries to find his lost love only to find himself in a
dangerous environment. Enchanting and harrowing at the same time.
✯

Dresdner Buchverlag, 2011, 834 pages

✯

Manuscript available in German

✯

Rights sold: Germany

Amish Tripathi - The Shiva Trilogy - Immortals of Meluha
Fantasy
In this compelling, fictional tale, set in 1900 BC, the rough-hewn Tibetan
immigrant Shiva tries to protect the Suryavanshis tribe by guiding them into
the praised land of Meluha.
✯

Tara Press 2010, 428 pages

✯

Manuscript available in English

✯

Rights available: Germany, Russia, Croatia, Ukraine

Amish Tripathi - Scion of Ikshvaku
The Ram Chandra Series, Book 1
Fantasy
The Sapt Sindhu people descend into poverty, despondency and corruption. They cry
for a leader but the leader is already among them. One whom they know. A tortured
and ostracised prince. A prince they tried to break. A prince called Ram.

✯

Westland Publications 2015, 376 pages

✯

Manuscript available in English

✯

Rights available: All languages

✯

Over 6 million copies sold!

30

Fantasy

Harriet Springbett - Tree Magic
Fantasy
Thirteen-year-old Rainbow discovers she can communicate with trees.
From England to France, through secrets, fears and parallel worlds, Rainbow’s
journey to understand her powers takes her beyond everything she’s ever
known.
✯

Watchword, 2017, 293 pages

✯

Manuscript available in English

✯

Rights available: Germany, Russia, Czech Republic, Poland,

Croatia,
Serbia and Turkey
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Young Adult
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Young Adult

Jeff Gardimer – Pica
Young Adult, Fantasy
Luke hates the nature and often play video games. But suddenly he meets
Guy, the one who changes his life upside down with all the magic and
fantasy.
✯

234 standard pages

✯

Rights sold: UK

✯

Manuscript available in English

Sofi Croft – Eidolon
Young Adult,
Because Paul sees and talks to his death sister, he is sent into a institutions
for mentally ill. There he discovers, that the other patients also have
supernatural skills. X-Men for young adults!
✯

Accent Press, 2017, 200 pages

✯

Rights sold: UK

✯

Manuscript available in English

Sofi Croft – Indigos Dragon
Young Adult, Fantasy
Indigo receives a package with the sachtels of his grandfather. He sees a new
life with a lot of adventure, dragons and secrets. For all fans of Harry Potter and
Co.
✯

244 standard pages

✯

rights sold in: UK

✯

Manuscript available in English

33

Young Adult

Katharina Monzel - Millenia
Young Adult, Fantasy
Katrin loves nothing more than reading Fantasy books. But when, one day, a
magpie offers her a red ruby, she and her friends discover a whole new world,
full of secrets and magic - a world that needs saving.
✯

436 standard pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in German

Mario Haumann – Vacation with Athena (Urlaub mit Athene)
Young Adult, Fantasy
The stuffy student Erik wants to keep his peace but a true goddess like
Athena couldn’t care less. Young, brash and incredibly sexy, she introduces
him to a dangerous, but equally tempting lifestyle. Then, she vanishes.
✯

254 standard pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in German

34

Children’s Book

35

Children’s Book

Melanie Brandl – Paula Smartsnail (Paula Schneckenschlau)
Children’s Book
A heartwarming children’s book about an exceptionally smart snail that has the
perfect story to tell whenever a forest animal is worried about something.
Inspiring and positive.
✯

50 pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in German

Ira Trivedi - Om´s Book of Yoga
Children’s Book
Om’s Book of Yoga covers asanas, pranayama and meditation for kids. Children
are taken on a fun, engaging and rewarding journey through the world of yoga,
with step-by-step verbal instructions and detailed lesson plans.
✯

80 pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in English

36

Non-Fiction

37

Non-Fiction

Przemek Kossakowski – The Edge of Senses
Documentary
Kossakowski is called in to record healers from different fields for his TV-show.
✯

Otwarte, Poland, 2014, 304 pages

✯

Rights sold: Poland

✯

Polish manuscript, English sample available

Edith Sollohubi – The Russian Countess
Documentary
Separated from her three young sons, stripped of her possessions and fearing for
her life, Countess Edith Sollohub found herself trapped in revolutionary Russia.
✯

Impress Books, 2017, 404 pages

✯

Rights available: Germany, Russia, Czech Republic, Poland,

Croatia,
Serbia and Turkey
✯

Manuscript available in English

38

Bollywood

39

Bollywood

Mona Dash - Untamed Heart
English Fiction
Mohini, a young, married woman, trapped within the boundaries of duty and
routine, finally dares to step out of the confines of her claustrophobic joint
family home and discovers a new world.
✯

Tara India Research Press, 2016, 332 pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in English

Kanza Javed - Ashes, Wine and Dust
English Fiction
Ashes, Wine and Dust describes a young woman’s exploration of self-identity
through the invisible ropes of social customs, stereotypes and love.
✯

India Research Press, 2015, 376 Pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in English

✯

shortlisted for the Tibor Jones South Asia Prize 2013

Selina Sen - Zoon
English Fiction
Joya joins the film Zoon´s production team, working alongside Kashmiri
historian Rashid and falling in love with him. But a shocking incident of
terrorism halts the shoot, and lives descend into interlocking spirals of loss and
betrayal.
✯

Tranquebar, 2016, 382 Pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in English

40

Bollywood

Shobhan Bantwal - The Full Moon Bride
English Fiction
Not entirely convinced of the concept of arranged marriage but willing to give it
a try, Soorya Giri has to choose between two different men and decide what
matters most to her – not just in a husband, but a life.
✯

Kensington, 2011, 352 pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in English

Shobhan Bantwal - The Sari Shop Widow
English Fiction
When the sari shop Anjali devoted herself to is on the brink of bankruptcy, her
wealthy uncle comes to the rescue. Anjali soon has to admit that his changes
are working - and that she's falling for her uncle's mysterious business partner.
✯

Kensington, 2009, 352 Pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in English

Shobhan Bantwal - The Unexpected Son
English Fiction
When Vinita learns she has a grown son in India whose life may depend on her,
she must revisit her darkest hours by returning to her battle-scarred homeland and pray for the faith of the family she leaves behind.
✯

Kensington, 2010, 326 Pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Manuscript available in English

41

Armenia

42

Armenia

Aram Pachyan - Goodbye, Bird
Fiction
After returning from the military service a young man cannot get back to his
normal life. Every step, gesture, word and vision is a revelation, which takes him
back to the beginning, when the reality had lost its shape.
✯

Antares, 2012, 224 pages

✯

All rights available

✯

English translation available

Harout Ghukassian - The Book of Genius: The Secret of Arrata
Fantasy
Millions of years ago, there was a book containing the entire universal wisdom.
Without the Genius, however, the book is useless. The job of finding the Genius
is assigned to one of the inhabitants of the city Arrata, to young Kob.
✯

2015, 400 Pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Reading samples in English available

Jean-Chat Tekgyozyan - Fleeting City
Fiction
Tekgyozyan is best known for his cartoon-animated style of writing, he is also
praised for the themes he touches on – themes that are widely deemed
controversial or taboo in Armenia.
✯

Antares, 2012, 164 Pages

✯

Rights sold to: Ayrıntı, Turkey; Mosaic Press, Canada; Belleville
Editions, France

✯

English translation available

43

Armenia

Malian - Point Zero
Fiction
The book consists of three storylines in which the writer refers to the roots of
religious extremism.
✯

2016, 300 pages

✯

All rights available

✯

Reading samples in English available

44

